[Pathophysiological mechanisms implicated by high-frequency stimulation in Parkinson's disease: the restoration of high and low frequency oscillatory systems].
Increased neuronal activity in the internal pallidum (GPi) and the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has been clearly demonstrated in Parkinsonian models, and the two structures have thus been selected as therapeutic targets for functional neurosurgery. High-frequency electrical stimulation of the GPi or the STN improves the parkinsonian symptoms but also dyskinesias directly by GPi stimulation or indirectly by reduction of L-Dopa associated with STN stimulation. According to Alexander's model of the organisation of the basal ganglia, electrical stimulation of GPi or STN should have led to uncontrolled hyperkinesia. This apparent paradox could be explained on one hand by the involvement of different anatomo-functional areas within these structures and on the other by spatial and temporal changes in neuronal discharge patterns in the basal ganglia which in turn produce variations in synchronisation. Event-related (de)synchronisation (ERD) has enabled us to study variations in subcortico-cortical oscillatory activity: it has been shown that high-frequency electrical stimulation of the GPi/STN increases desynchronisation of low frequency rhythms (mu and beta,<30 Hz) during movement preparation and execution and augments post-movement synchronisation. Stimulation also decreases the abnormal frontocentral spreading of desynchronisation during movement preparation. In accordance with previous coherence analyses, electrical stimulation of STN is likely to restore the activity of high-frequency and low-frequency systems, as evidenced by a decrease in the hypersynchronisation of low-frequency rhythms at rest and restoral of a high-frequency rhythm during movement. Stimulation may improve spatial selectivity by activating the selected programs in conjunction with the primary sensorimotor cortex, whilst inhibiting competitive programs represented by abnormal spreading outside the primary sensorimotor cortex.